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Abstract
Flexibility in district heating and cooling systems (thermal networks in general) is an important means to cope with the intermittent generation of heat
and electricity as the share of renewable energy sources (RES) increases. An
important source of flexibility is the thermal energy storage present in district heating and cooling networks, found in the thermal inertia of buildings,
storage units and the network itself. To unlock this flexibility and to use
it effectively and efficiently, a suitable control strategy is required. In this
context, this paper presents a possible definition of flexibility and its sources
in a thermal network. It reviews techniques to quantify flexibility and shows
the need for a more advanced control strategy; moreover, it discusses the
challenges involved in developing such a control strategy. Also, the literature
on advanced control in thermal networks is reviewed, by making a distinction between central, distributed and hybrid control. Finally, possible future
research topics are identified based on the findings.
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1. Introduction
Today, the use of fossil fuels becomes increasingly problematic, as they
are limited resources and their use causes air pollution and other environmental problems. Furthermore, countries with a low local supply of fossil
fuels are becoming increasingly dependent on the import of energy sources.
This jeopardizes the Security of Supply (SoS), as the reliability of fossil fuel
deliveries cannot always be guaranteed, be it due to geopolitical or other
reasons. In sum, these issues call for a change in the energy system.
In previous years, researchers and politicians mostly focused on the electricity system to solve the problems mentioned above. By shifting the energy
sources for electricity generation from fossil fuels to renewable energy sources
(RES), they hope to mitigate these problems. This approach, however, has
two major shortcomings.
Firstly, due to the increasing RES share, the stability of the electricity
grid is at risk. Several RES (e.g. wind and solar) are intermittent, meaning
they cannot be properly controlled, nor accurately predicted. Hence, the
increasing RES share causes the balance between generation and use of electricity to become harder to maintain, thus increasing the risk of a black-out.
Secondly, this focus on the electricity system is inefficient, as buildings are
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responsible for about 40% of total energy use [1], of which space heating and
domestic hot water (DHW) take up a large part. A significant portion of this
heat is still generated directly from primary energy sources and does not even
influence the electricity system. Furthermore, exergy considerations show
that the use of high quality primary energy sources for very low temperature
applications such as space heating is highly inefficient [2]. Therefore, the
focus on the electricity system is too narrow, as many improvements can be
made in a cheaper way when considering the whole energy system, including
thermal, gas, fuel and electrical networks.
The Heat Roadmap Europe [3, 4, 5] considers thermal networks, i.e. district cooling or heating networks, to be essential to increase the efficiency
of the energy system in an economic way. One of the of most important
advantages of thermal networks is the ability to create flexibility by using
the thermal energy storage (TES) present in the thermal network. Moreover, future district heating and cooling systems will be radically different
from the systems used today. Lund et al. [6] defined the 4th generation district heating and cooling systems, where use of both central and distributed
heat/cold generation and TES is made and temperatures in the network are
decreased substantially. An example of such a 4th generation thermal network is shown in Figure 1. However, to successfully operate these advanced
thermal networks, integrate them into the smart energy system and to successfully exploit the flexibility, an intelligent control strategy is required.
In this context, this paper aims to provide a detailed motivation of the
need for advanced control, and to give an overview of past and possible future
work.
To this end, flexibility in thermal networks is defined in Section 2 and
the sources of flexibility in a thermal network are listed. Section 3 presents
current control strategies of thermal networks, providing a reference for advanced control. Section 4 motivates the need for advanced control. Section 5
presents the challenges that need to be faced when developing an advanced
control strategy. Section 6 gives an overview of the literature on advanced
control for thermal networks. Finally, a summary is presented in Section 7.
This paper’s title states that control of both district heating and cooling
networks are discussed. However, literature on control of district cooling
networks is scarce but, as Frederiksen and Werner [2] argue, there are great
similarities between district heating and cooling networks. As such, this
paper refers mainly to literature on district heating, but the conclusions are
applicable to district cooling as well.
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Figure 1: An example of the structure of a 4th generation district heating system, with the
heat delivered by central industrial waste heat, and local solar collectors. The TES can
be found both centrally, with a borehole thermal energy storage (BTES) and distributed,
in the buildings themselves and the water tanks. The different clusters of building are all
connected to the backbone, which connects them to the central units.

2. Flexibility in thermal networks
A possible definition of flexibility is the ability to speed up or delay the
injection or extraction of energy into or from a system. Speeding up or
delaying entails that a comparison with a reference energy use profile is made.
A complete overview of the concept of flexibility for electrical networks was
given by Lund et al. [7]. Schuetz et al. [8] applied the definition of flexibility
to a residential heating system. Stinner et al. [9] discussed possible flexibility
indicators for thermal applications. Arteconi et al.[10] provided an overview
of the Active Demand Response (ADR) potential in systems with thermal
storage. They identified different types of flexibility and suggest ways in
which the large flexibility potential can be unlocked.
Flexibility only requires that the system has inertia, such that the energy
balance can be respected at all times. In thermal networks, thermal capacity
serves as a source of thermal inertia. These capacities are found at different
locations in the network, and in Figure 1:
1. the heat or cold carrier fluid,
2. thermal storage devices and
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3. the thermal inertia of the buildings to which heat or cold is supplied.
Because of the limited capacity of the first and last inertia categories, they
are unable to store heat or cold over long time periods and are typically used
for intra-day balancing. In systems with larger storage units, the storage
capacity of the heat or cold carrier fluid is typically not used, as the same
service can be provided by dedicated TES units. Depending on the size of
the storage device and the technology used, this second type of inertia may
in addition be used for long-term storage. Although usually, flexibility is
used in a context of time scales of less than a day, this can be interpreted in
a wider context as well. Seasonal flexibility is needed to enable entirely solar
powered district heating systems, as the availability of sunshine and demand
for heat do not coincide.
The next sections elaborate on the current use of the above mentioned
types of inertia and on the quantification of flexibility.
2.1. Network storage
Fredriksen and Werner [11] and Basciotti et al. [12] described how a limited amount of heat or cold can be stored temporarily by raising or lowering
the temperature of the water in the thermal network. This allows a certain
degree of peak shaving (see Section 4.2), since the network is pre-loaded with
a higher or lower temperature, which decreases the instantaneous heat load
at a later stage.
However, a more frequent cycling between higher and lower temperatures
might speed up material fatigue, mostly in steel pipes. Due to more frequently changing thermal stresses, cracks in the pipe wall may develop more
quickly which will eventually lead to pipe failure.
2.2. Storage in dedicated devices
As discussed by Gadd and Werner [13], thermal energy storage systems
are used in district heating and cooling systems for a number of reasons,
among which are peak shaving, SoS and cost optimization. A complete
discussion is presented in Section 4. The types and use of thermal energy
storage typically found in district heating networks are also described by
Gadd and Werner. Most systems rely on sensible heat storage (typically
hot water tanks) for diurnal use. Weekly and seasonal cycles are much less
common, with the exception of a number of solar heated district heating
systems.
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Large storage tanks are used in e.g. Marstal, Denmark and Reykjavik,
Iceland. In Marstal (DK), a 75 000 m3 storage pit is coupled with a large
array of solar thermal collectors, a biomass Organic Rankine Cycle and
boosting heat pumps, which allow to provide sustainable heat to the adjacent town Marstal all year round [14]. An even larger pit storage of
200 000 m3 was recently put into operation in Vojens (DK) [15]. In Reykjavik, about 18 400 m3 h−1 of hot water is required for space heating during
winter peaks. The geothermal heat sources typically provide 7200 m3 h−1 ,
which is not enough during the coldest season. In addition to investing in
an oil fired peak plant, 101 000 m3 of water storage tanks were installed to
bridge these extreme peaks [16].
Instead of water tanks and pits, also deeper underground layers can be
used for storing heat and cold. These systems are called borehole thermal
energy storage (BTES) for depths of about 50 to 150 m or aquifer thermal
energy storage (ATES) in deeper, groundwater-carrying layers. A number
of Swedish district heating and cooling systems apply ATES systems for
seasonal storage [17]. Miedaner et al. [18] showed the application of a BTES
system in two district heating systems in Germany and Denmark.
A particularly interesting example of a neighbourhood connected by a
thermal network with underground storage and supplied mostly with solar
heat is that of Drake Landing in Okotoks, Canada [19]. Solar thermal collectors have been installed on the rooftops of residential buildings in this
district, supplying DHW and space heating. Surplus heat is charged into a
BTES system, and this heat is recuperated during the colder season. Sibbitt et al. [20] reported yearly solar fractions well over 90 % after 5 years of
operation and continuing up to date.
A summary of large sensible heat storage devices combined with a CHP
plant in Germany was presented by Wawer et al. [21] and for Danish district
heating networks by Pedersen and Ellehauge [22]. Olsthoorn et al. [23] provided a comprehensive overview of models and applications of thermal energy
storage in combination with renewable energy in district heating networks.
Although the use of energy storage usually implies a net increase in heat
or cold use due to higher storage and conversion losses, Verda and Colella [24]
have shown that this is not always true for combined heat and power (CHP)
systems or devices characterised by state-dependent efficiencies. In a simulation of a district heating network powered by a CHP plant in Turin, Italy,
they showed a net primary energy reduction of up to 12 % by using a large
water storage tank. This reduction is achieved by reducing the peak load,
6

which avoids the use of auxiliary boilers, and by optimizing the thermal
and electrical CHP efficiency using the optimal heat/electricity output ratio
through operational optimization.
Instead of centrally located large thermal storage units, flexibility also
emanates from smaller storage tanks dispersed over the network. Currently,
many buffers for DHW are already installed. Böttger et al. [25] and Schweiger
et al. [26] evaluated the power-to-heat potential in Germany and Sweden
using installed DHW buffers and concluded that these systems can contribute
substantially to balancing the electricity grid during oversupply of renewable
energy, as will be discussed in Section 4.4. Arteconi et al. [27] study the
potential of a building with a thermal energy storage vessel or a floor heating
system with a heat pump. They conclude that these systems are able to
flatten the elctricity use profile and thus lower peak demand.
2.3. Building inertia
The use of buildings for providing short-term flexibility was described in
detail by Kensby et al. [28]. The temperature of the building mass is increased
or decreased with respect to the setpoint, within an acceptable range. At
all times, comfort requirements must be met. Kensby et al. achieved this
by artificially lowering or raising the temperature setpoint of the building
heating controller. Johansson et al. [29] described a possible implementation
of this concept in a network using an agent-based approach, which will be
discussed in more detail in Section 6.2.
Masy et al. [30] and Patteeuw [31] investigated the potential for flexible
use of building inertia (also including the effect of thermal energy storage in
a water buffer) on a country-wide scale. Also, the work of Reynders [32] has
contributed to a better understanding of how building mass can be put to use
to provide flexibility in ADR schemes. Interestingly, vad Mathiesen et al. [33]
argued that instead of investing in dedicated storage systems, focus should
first lie on harnessing the available flexibility in the network and connected
buildings in thermal networks.
Arteconi et al. [34] identify a good flexibility potential in buildings with
Thermally Activated Building Systems (TABS) from a utility perspective.
2.4. Quantification of flexibility
The quantification of flexibility in energy systems is a very relevant question in the framework of their control, but also a challenging one. Most of
the work until recently was based on the building level, and the aggregation
7

of flexibility indicators on a district or larger scale has only been tackled
recently.
A specific study towards flexibility in a CHP-powered thermal network
with water storage buffers was conducted by Nuytten et al. [35]. They calculated flexibility as a time span during which the injection of heat into the
system can be rushed or delayed in order to shift the load. Based on the value
of the indicator, it is concluded that a large centralized storage yields more
flexibility than multiple smaller decentral storage systems. Furthermore, the
size of the storage and the power of the CHP must be must be in tune with
each other.
Stinner et al. [9] continued on the path of Nuytten et al., but extended the
methodology so as to include the average power and energy shifted during
a flexibility activation as new indicators. The real innovation is in their
definition of a cycle efficiency, in which they compared the shifted energy
versus the extra energy losses caused by shifting. This method can deal with
a fixed load profile of a building and determines the flexibility of a storage
device and the coupled heating system (either a heat pump or a CHP). Van
der Heijde et al. [36] adapted the method of Stinner et al. such that it can
also be applied to linear dynamic building models using an optimal control
problem.
De Coninck and Helsen [37] quantified the flexibility in terms of the extra
cost of shifting the energy use in time, thus arriving at a cost curve for flexibility as a function of the activated flexibility volume. The advantage is that
these curves can be aggregated for multiple buildings. Important conclusions
towards the available flexibility in residential buildings were formulated by
Reynders et al. [32, 38, 39]. Reynders studied indicators for the state of
charge (SoC) applied to building thermal inertia and investigated the load
shifting potential for different building types. The main conclusion was that
load shifting usually implies a higher energy use, and therefore he defined a
storage efficiency related to load shifting actions.
Both flexibility indicators and SoC indicators can be used to express a
system’s ability or willingness to use or delay the use of a specific amount of
heat. This is exactly what Aertgeerts et al. [40] proposed as the foundation
of an agent-based controller for neighbourhoods. The SoC of water buffers
was translated to a priority curve that allows aggregating the heat demand
of all buildings. Consecutively, the actual heat production power is selected
based on the need of all buildings. A similar analysis was performed for thermostatically controlled loads by Iacovella et al. [41]: they compared different
8

relations between SoC and priority or bidding curves.
3. Classic control of thermal networks
This section presents classic control with the aim of providing a reference
for advanced control. A first part presents the four parts of classic control of
thermal networks, with an emphasis on how they are currently implemented.
A second part gives a short overview of the most important advantages and
disadvantages of classic control.
3.1. The four parts of classic control
Frederiksen and Werner [11] describe classic control of thermal networks,
by splitting the control up in four parts:
Differential pressure control ensures the pressure difference between the
supply and return pipe is sufficient to ensure adequate mass flow in the
periphery of the network. This control is managed by the circulating pump
in the thermal network.
Heat demand control ensures the comfort demands of the customers are
met. This control can be found in the each of connected buildings where it
is used to meet both the space heating and DHW demand.
Flow control ensures the valves in a substation are opened such that the
mass flow rate is sufficiently large to deliver the demanded heat or cold to
the substation.
Supply temperature control ensures the supply temperature in the network
is sufficiently high (low) by injecting (extracting) the correct amount of heat.
The supply temperature is determined by the use of curves that describe
the relation between the outdoor temperature and the supply temperature.
This set point temperature, combined with the mass flow and the return
temperature of the network identifies the heat or cold that should be injected
into the network.
Considering these four parts, two types of control can be distinguished.
The supply temperature control and differential pressure control are both
central (i.e. at operator level), whereas the flow control and heat demand
control are distributed (i.e. at substation level). This distinction in controller
types is used again in Section 6 to analyse the different types of advanced
controllers.
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3.2. Advantages and disadvantages of classic control
Classic control has a very clear advantage: it is robust. It is capable of
dealing with (small) errors in the system, e.g. a faulty substation, without
causing large effects in the rest of the system. It is easily expandable, as
the addition of new substations, heat/cold sources or TES systems do not
require large changes to the controllers, as long as the size of the new systems
is small compared to the size of the network.
However, it does have important disadvantages. Firstly, there is the unfair
distribution of heat/cold in case of a heat deficit, as is stated by Frederiksen
and Werner [11]. As the flow control is local, it only considers what happens
in the substation itself. This causes an unfair distribution in case of a shortage, as users close to the heat or cold generation plant will take the energy
they need, unaware that users far from the plant will experience a shortage.
Secondly, there is the limited capability of dealing with intermittent RES.
As long as only a limited amount of these energy sources are connected to
the network, the robustness of the classic control ensures that the integration
can be done easily. However, as the amount of intermittent energy sources
increases, this will no longer be sufficient, leading to an inefficient use of the
energy.
4. Motivation for advanced control in thermal networks
Whereas classic control aims to set the heat supply equal to the heat
demand, advanced control aims make them unequal by using flexibility to
cut costs and environmental impacts.
In fact, continuing on the four types of control as they were introduced
in Section 3, advanced control introduces a fifth type control, namely load
control. As opposed to heat demand control, which focuses on meeting the
comfort demands of the customers, load control aims to change the heat load
of the supply in order to improve the performance of the thermal network by
using flexibility. To do so, load control influences other parts of the thermal
network control, being mainly flow control (to charge/discharge a TES system), and supply temperature control (by actively changing the temperatures
in the network to charge/discharge the network).
This section discusses in detail in what ways advanced control can improve
the energy system’s performance, treating the following aspects:
1. distributing heat or cold fairly,
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

peak shaving and valley filling,
optimizing the operation of heat or cold generation plants,
providing ancillary services,
enabling low energy districts,
enabling low supply temperatures, and
assisting the transition to a 100% RES energy system

4.1. Distributing heat or cold fairly
One of the main problems of classic control, already discussed in Section
3.2, is the unfair distribution of heat/cold in case of a heat deficit. The
principle of classic control does not allow a fair distribution of heat, whereas
advanced control does have this possibility. By limiting the amount of energy that is allowed to go to each substation during a heat/cold deficit, the
available energy can be divided in a fair way among the customers.
4.2. Peak shaving and valley filling
Peak shaving and valley filling aim to reduce the peak load and increase
the base load, respectively. These are techniques that improve both the efficiency of heat/cold generation plants, and reduce investment cost. The
improvement in performance can be illustrated by making the following distinction between plants:
1. Base load plants: Units that are cheap (in terms of OPEX) and invariable, i.e., they cannot easily change the amount of heat or cold they
produce, nor can they be turned on or off quickly. These units provide
the base load, the part of the load that is rather constant throughout
the year.
2. Peak load plants: Units that are expensive (in terms of OPEX) and
variable, i.e. they can easily turn on and off and can quickly change
the produced heat or cold. These units provide the peak load, which
only occurs a few hours per year.
This distinction clearly shows that preference is given to base load plants.
However, the main disadvantage with these units is their limited variability.
A possible way to mitigate this problem is to use the flexibility available in
the network to decrease the variations in the load, which can be achieved by
advanced control. This way the peak load is reduced and the base load is
increased, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: On the left, two load duration curves showing the consequences of peak shaving
and valley filling. On the right, the corresponding energy balances.

However, as the energy balance on the right of Figure 2 shows, the amount
of energy that is used to deliver the heat/cold to the customers increases when
using peak shaving and valley filling. This is caused by the increased heat
losses that occur when storing heat/cold in the TES systems that provide the
flexibility. However, this does not imply that using peak shaving and valley
filling is inefficient, as both the internal and external costs will become lower.
This reduction in costs is caused, among others, by the following advantages
of peak shaving and valley filling:
• The amount of peak load plants that need to be installed and the
number of hours they need to run, decrease, hence reducing pollution,
operational and investment costs.
• Less starts and stops of base load plants are required, decreasing the
running costs of the plants and increasing their efficiency.
• Some base load plants, e.g. waste incineration plants, operate continuously with very little possibility for changing the heat output, as
stated by Østergaard and Lund [42]. By increasing the base load, the
squandering of energy can be prevented.
• By reducing the peak load, a smaller sizing of the different components
in a thermal network is possible, thereby decreasing investment costs.
Controllers that pursue peak shaving and valley filling in thermal networks use flexibility by exploiting the thermal energy storage present in the
thermal network, as discussed in Section 2. Examples include controllers
using the distribution network [12], the thermal inertia of buildings [28] or
DHW tanks [43].
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4.3. Optimizing the operation of heat or cold generation plants
Advanced control in thermal networks can improve the operation of generation plants. Here, the cases of a CHP plant and heat pump are discussed
in more detail.
The optimization of a CHP plant operation can improve two aspects.
Firstly, electricity sales being one of the most important sources of income
for CHP plants, CHP plant operation can be based on the variable electricity
price. Zhao, Holst and Arvastson [44] took this variable electricity price into
account when optimizing a CHP plant, to do so they used the flexibility
provided by a storage tank.
Secondly, the heat and electrical efficiency of a CHP plant can be improved by using advanced control, as it is dependent on the supply and
return temperatures in the network. This aspect is discussed in more detail in Section 4.6. However, it should be noted that these concerns only
relate to smaller CHP plants, not to large extraction steam cycles with high
operational flexibility.
Similarly to a CHP plant, a heat pump’s efficiency and profitability can be
improved when using advanced control. Again, the variable electricity price
strongly influences the profits of the heat pump. Furthermore, the coefficient
of performance (COP) strongly depends on the heat pump’s evaporator and
condenser temperatures. When taking these factors into account, the performance of the heat pump can improve significantly, as shown by Verhelst et
al. [45].
4.4. Offering ancillary services
Advanced control allows thermal networks to offer ancillary services to the
electricity network, thereby increasing the profitability of the thermal network. Thermal networks can offer these services by using the links between
the electricity distribution grid and the thermal network, including CHP’s
and heat pumps. Ancillary services that could be offered include frequency
control (primary, secondary and tertiary) and voltage control.
Frequency control entails keeping the balance between generation and use
of electricity on a country, or even continent scale. Voltage control entails
keeping the voltage within safe limits, by balancing the generation and use
of electricity on a local scale, as is illustrated by Baetens et al. [46]
Examples in which use of advanced control is made to provide ancillary
services with thermal networks include the work by Salpakari et al. [47], who
developed an operational optimization to incorporate intermittent RES in
13

Helsinki. Additionally, Li et al. [48] optimized the dispatch of a CHP plant
to accommodate electricity generation by RES.
In the future, ancillary services will gain more importance as the share of
intermittent and/or distributed energy sources is increasing.
4.5. Enabling low-energy districts
The principle of low-energy districts is to keep the generated energy vectors (be it electricity, heat or cold) within the district by using or storing
them locally, thus minimizing interaction with the respective main grids. An
example of such a system is shown in Figure 1, where different clusters (or
districts) are connected to the backbone, i.e. the main line that transports
heat/cold over longer distances. This configuration offers several advantages
[49]; as a result of the local energy use, the backbone of the network, is loaded
less. This can either reduce the transmission losses in case of an equal number of loads connected to the backbone, or it allows increasing the number of
loads without increasing the transmission losses or the capacity of the backbone. These low-energy districts also encourage the integration of distributed
energy sources, by e.g. micro-CHP, solar panels or solar collectors.
When larger amounts of distributed, intermittent RES are installed in
these districts, an active coordination of charging and discharging the different storage systems will be necessary to deal with the difference between
generation and demand of energy within the district. Here, advanced control comes into play, which can exploit the local flexibility to deal with this
difference.
The controller developed in the H2020 STORM project [49] (explained in
more detail in Section 6.3) can ensure locally generated heat is used locally
and as little heat as possible needs to be imported from the backbone.
4.6. Enabling low supply temperatures
The newest generation of thermal networks [6] is characterized by lower
supply temperatures (or higher in case of district cooling networks). A lowered supply temperature resulted in many benefits, including a decrease in
distribution losses, an increased efficiency of heat pumps and CHPs in the
network and access to low temperature heat sources, such as waste heat. One
of the methods available to achieve these lower temperatures is the use of
advanced control. Falkvall and Nilsson [50], reduced the supply temperature
in a district heating network by 5 ◦C by using advanced control. Benonysson
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[51] and Saarinen [52] both used advanced control to lower supply temperatures, leading to an increased CHP efficiency.
However, it should be noted that the main contribution to the successful
temperature reductions in these papers is caused by the classic control’s tendency to apply somewhat higher supply temperatures to avoid low differential
pressures caused by high mass flows.
Additionally, lower return temperatures are the general cause of a lower
supply temperature. This reduction in return temperature can be obtained
by fewer errors in the network, longer substation heat exchangers and lower
customer temperature demands. A detailed overview of techniques to achieve
lower return temperatures is given by Gadd and Werner [53].
4.7. Assisting the transition to a 100% RES energy system
Advanced control can, when it has been developed and implemented,
serve as an enabling technology to support the transition to an energy system
with 100% RES, thanks to, first and foremost, the aspects discussed above.
Additionally, the advanced controller can also be used by policy makers to
actively monitor the transition to 100% RES. For example, the intelligence
in the controller allows gradually reducing the share of heat that is delivered
by fossil fuel fired boilers.
5. Challenges of control in thermal networks
Section 4 motivated why the development and implementation of an advanced control strategy is beneficial. However, many challenges need to be
faced during its development, four of which are treated in detail:
1.
2.
3.
4.

size of the thermal network,
prediction uncertainties,
complex dynamics and,
flexibility quantification.

5.1. Large networks
Advanced control needs measurement data about the state of the network,
including:
• the valve positions,
• the mass flow rates and temperatures in the network,
15

• the state of the buildings,
• the state of the heat or cold generation plants, and
• the state of charge of the thermal energy storage units.
Depending on the control strategy, the frequency of the measurement data
could be as large as multiple samples per hour. Furthermore, the size of
a thermal network can range from a street to an entire region, as can be
observed in Nussbaumer’s study of district heating systems in a number of
IEA member countries [54].
To make, collect and process all these measurements, many sensors need
to be installed and a communication network needs to be set up, resulting
in large initial investments to install an advanced controller. Furthermore,
the operation and maintenance of this information network is significant and
is a serious disadvantage of advanced control. There are, however, some
options to mitigate the costs of monitoring and controlling thermal networks.
By using estimators, the amount of measurements needed, is reduced [55].
Furthermore, the controller can be developed in such a way that it reduces
the amount of information to be sent across the network. By introducing
an agent-based controller with a hierarchical structure (see Section 6.2), the
information flows can be reduced significantly [56].
A remark regarding the costs of a communication network is the aim of
the EU to install smart meters in all buildings connected to the electricity
system. If these smart meters can also monitor thermal energy use and
temperatures in the buildings, the investment costs for the communication
network can be shared by the electricity, heat and gas network.
5.2. Prediction uncertainties
To control thermal networks, different predictions are needed to have a
control strategy that can anticipate future events. Two types can be distinguished, namely the predictions coming from external sources and predictions
that are generated by the controller.
The predictions originating from external sources include:
• The variable electricity and heat/cold prices that are used to optimize
the operation of heat/cold generation plants.
• The weather which is needed to optimize the operation of heat pumps
and to determine the heating and cooling demand.
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• The user behaviour that is used to determine the heating and cooling demand. However, these predictions can also be generated by the
controller using e.g. stochastic occupancy profiles [57].
Also, the controller needs to generate an accurate forecast of the heating
and cooling demand using the predictions from external sources. Two factors
influencing the demand are the need for space heating and cooling, and DHW.
A good first order approximation entails a linear variation with the outdoor
temperature for space heating and cooling and a constant value for DHW
use [58].
Different approaches can be used when forecasting heating and cooling
demand. Here, a distinction is made by the type of model. A choice can
be made between three different categories, namely white-, grey- or blackbox models. Table 1 presents a comparison of the structure of the models
(top part) and of the properties of the models (bottom part). Below, the
comparison is presented in more detail.
A white-box model is based solely on physical laws and parameters. Thus,
no measurement data are used when determining the relation between the
in- and outputs of the system, only the knowledge of how the system is built,
is used.
A black-box model is the other extreme: here, only statistical methods
are used to determine the relations between the in- and outputs. Hence,
plenty of measurements are required to generate this kind of model.
A grey-box model combines features of both white and black-box models.
Thus, it bases the model on physical laws, but determines the parameters in
the model by using statistical methods and measurement data to ensure an
optimal fit with the actual system.
Considering their properties, the most important ones showing a clear
difference between the different models are:
1. Physical insight: Does the model provide a good insight in the dynamics of the system?
2. Number of measurements: Does the model generation require less measurements and hence a lower installation cost?
3. Plug-and-play: Can a new model easily be obtained once the model
framework has been developed or is expert knowledge required every
time a new system needs to be modelled?
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Table 1: A comparison of white-, grey- and black-box models. Plus-signs indicate a
better performance regarding the property in question, where minus-signs indicate a lesser
performance.

White
Black
Grey
Laws
Physical Statistical Physical
Parameters
Physical Statistical Statistical
Physical insight
++
−−
+
◦
N of measurements
++
−−
+
Plug-and-play
−−
++
++
5.3. Complex dynamics
The controller needs to understand and predict the behaviour of the system. To do so, it requires accurate but simple models describing the different parts of the network and their interactions. A short discussion on
models suited for the heating or cooling demand forecasts was already given
in Section 5.2. This section treats the modelling of the distribution network,
storage and generation units in more detail.
The distribution network heavily influences the control problem due to
the travelling time of thermal energy through the pipes, especially in geographically large networks. Therefore, the determination of the travelling
time is an important research topic, already thoroughly treated in the literature.
Often simplifications are made to model the distribution network; Benonysson [59] stated that, although the dynamics mostly concern pressure and
temperature variations, the pressure variations can often be neglected or
simplified, as they travel about 1000 times faster than variations in temperature. Typically, the pipes in the network are modelled with pseudo-dynamic
models, in which the propagation of pressure waves is assumed to be instantaneous. A complete overview of existing methods and assumptions is given
by Pálsson et al. [60]. A comprehensive overview of district heating pipe
models is presented by van der Heijde et al. [61].
Additionally, in the case of large thermal networks, the network models
can be simplified by aggregation. Here, a model of an extensive system or
subsystem is simplified while retaining its properties. A review of methods
for aggregation of district heating networks is discussed by Larsen, Bøhm
and Wigbels [62].
Storage units also require detailed and accurate modelling to determine
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their state of charge and thermal behaviour. Regarding storage in dedicated
services (see Section 2.2), Verda and Colella modelled a 1000 m3 stratified,
cylindrical tank [24]. De Ridder and Coomans used a grey-box model to
represent the thermodynamic behaviour of a water storage vessel [63], which
can be used to determine its state of charge. Additionally, Verhelst and
Helsen made a linear dynamic model for a borefield [64]. For thermal storage
state characterization in buildings, Reynders [32] and van der Heijde et al. [65]
proposed different state of charge indicators.
The heat or cold generation units also show complex dynamics. There are
many kinds of generation units in a thermal network, including heat pumps,
CHPs, gas boilers, absorption chillers, solar collectors, industrial waste heat,
waste incineration and geothermal sources. Each of these is different with
respect to efficiency, availability, start and stop times, etc. and needs to be
represented by an appropriate dynamic model.
5.4. Quantification of flexibility
As already discussed in Section 2.4, quantification of flexibility is a very
relevant question in the field of thermal network control. Different ways to
quantify flexibility have been treated in the literature [66], but, and especially regarding the thermal inertia of buildings, a method to determine and
represent the available flexibility in a simple, accurate and concise manner is
still lacking.
5.5. Conclusion
The discussions in Sections 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show the main challenges
in developing a good control strategy for a thermal network. These discussions lead to the identification of several research questions, the answers to
which can lead to an easier implementation of advanced control strategies.
These research questions include:
1. What is the influence of prediction errors on the performance of the
controller?
2. How to develop accurate models, adequate for operational optimization
of thermal networks (see Section 6.1.1)?
3. How do the different kinds of models (white-, grey- or black-box models) compare when predicting the heating or cooling demand in a control
context?
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4. What is the minimum amount of sensors required to determine the
state of the thermal network and where should they be placed?
5. How to best quantify flexibility in thermal networks and how to implement this quantification in a controller?
6. Which sensors are needed to accurately determine the flexibility in a
building?
6. Overview of controllers in thermal networks
This section reviews the literature on advanced controllers for thermal
networks. Besides this paper, Kosek et al. [67] presented a comprehensive
overview of the different possibilities for demand side management control
schemes. Even though their review concerns control schemes for buildings,
the control principles explained there can be easily applied to thermal networks.
The review of controllers for thermal networks in this paper is split up in
three different control configurations, also shown in Figure 3.
1. The control of the different entities is done at a central level with one
large central unit deciding the actions of all entities to control the
system. This option is further discussed in Section 6.1.
2. The control of the different entities is distributed. All the entities will,
through cooperation or competition, decide the actions they will undertake. This option is treated in Section 6.2.
3. The control of the different entities is done at both central and distributed level. Hence, in this paper the term hybrid control is used.
This option is presented in Section 6.3.
6.1. Central control
A first method to control a thermal network is central control. Here, one
central unit receives all measurements and information on the network and
uses this knowledge combined with predictions to determine the required
actions in the network. A possible configuration of a central controller is
shown in Figure 3.
The literature on central control for thermal networks can be split up in
three groups. There is the literature on operational optimization, in which
the control of the thermal network is optimized (Section 6.1.1). One step
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further is model predictive control (MPC), in which the result of the operational optimization is applied to control the thermal network (Section 6.1.2).
Additionally, literature that concentrates on central control techniques other
than operational optimization, can be found as well (Section 6.1.3).
Central control

Distributed control

Central unit

Building

TES

Plant

Agent

Agent

Agent

Building

TES

Plant

Hybrid control
Operational optimization

Agent

Agent

Control actions
Measurements
Communication
State of the subsystem

Agent

Optimal actions
Building

TES

Plant

Figure 3: Examples for each of the three possible control configurations in a thermal
network. The thickness of the arrows indicate the size of the information flows.

6.1.1. Operational Optimization
In operational optimization the control of a system is optimized in the
short term, i.e. a few hours to a few days ahead. This optimization can
be optimal with respect to different objectives, e.g. a minimization of peak
power (see Section 4.2), a minimization of cost (see Section 4.3), etc. By
including a model of the thermal network, describing the behaviour of the
different components and the system, and considering predictions of thermal
energy demand, weather, and energy price, the optimal control actions can
be decided.
An older example of operational optimization for thermal networks is
Benonysson’s work [59]. Benonysson showed, through the results of the operational optimization, that optimal control of thermal networks calls for a
very active control of the supply temperature.
Numerous studies have based their work on Benonysson’s operational
optimization. Bøhm et al. [68] provided a summary of models suitable for
operational optimization. Leśko and Bujalski [69] developed operational optimization of a district heating network but focused on thermal load shifting
by using the thermal inertia of buildings.
One of the difficulties in developing operational optimization is the inclusion of the time delays (see Section 5.3) in the optimization. Benonysson
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Figure 4: The principle of model predictive control for a thermal network.

coped with this problem by introducing the node method. Laakkonen et al.
[70], on the other hand, optimized the control of district heating networks
by using delay distributions.
In operational optimization of thermal networks, the optimization problem is a mixed integer non-linear problem (MINLP). Here, the non-linearity
is caused by the time delays in the network and the integers are required to
model the on/off status of the heat or cold generation plants. However, no
efficient solvers exist for an MINLP. To mitigate this problem, Ikonen et al.
[71] used permutational invariance to simplify the optimization problem and
Runvik et al. [72] split the optimization in two sub-optimizations, both of
which have efficient solvers:
1. A unit commitment problem: By approximating the behaviour of the
district heating network with a linear model and using this to decide the
on/off status of the different production units, this first optimization
problem turns into a mixed integer linear problem.
2. An economic dispatch problem: A detailed, non-linear model of the
district heating network is now optimized. With the on/off status of
the production plants already calculated in the previous step, the optimization problem becomes a non-linear optimization.
6.1.2. Model Predictive Control
One step further than operational optimization is model predictive control
(MPC). Whereas operational optimization is an off-line optimization, MPC
is an on-line optimization, i.e. it applies the optimal control profile to the
thermal network, as shown in Figure 4. It is a robust form of control, as
it compensates prediction errors and model mismatches in the operational
optimization through the feedback of the network itself.
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Examples include the work of Saarinen [52], who developed a controller
to increase the profits of a CHP plant. She compared the MPC strategy with
the classic method, as presented in Section 3, and concludes that plenty of
savings (200,000 SEK or about e21,000 per year) are possible through the use
of MPC. To deal with the non-linear behaviour of the district heating system,
Grosswindhager et al. [73] developed another type of MPC, in particular a
fuzzy direct matrix controller. A final example is the work by Verrilli et al.
[74]. They developed an MPC for a district heating network, focusing on the
flexibility that can be provided by both TES and other flexible loads.
6.1.3. Other central control approaches
All controllers discussed in Sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2 used optimization
problems to determine the actions in the thermal network. In this section,
the literature on central controllers that do not use operational optimization
is presented.
Central control for thermal networks already dates back to the eighties
with the work of Österlind [75], as described by Kensby [76], and Wernstedt
and Johansson [77]. Österlind implemented a direct load control system in
a district heating network in which the controller sends commands from one
central location to the buildings in the network. In this specific case, the
controller managed the heat deliveries to every building to cope with heat
shortages in the system.
However, unlike the central configuration shown in Figure 3, this controller could not receive measurements from the buildings. Consequently,
the controller could not ensure the heat demand of the end users was met.
Accordingly, Österlind argued that a minimum requirement for a central controller for thermal networks is a two-way communication link, as is shown in
Figure 3.
Pálsson [78] developed a controller to decrease the supply temperature in
a district heating system. This controller used two types of sub-controllers;
firstly, a flow sub-controller was used which selects the highest mass flow
rate possible without violating the constraints. Secondly, supply temperature sub-controllers were used, each of which selects the minimum supply
temperature possible to ensure a sufficiently high temperature at a representative point in the network. Other examples of central controllers not
using operational optimization exist. Basciotti et al. [12] aimed to reduce
the peak power in a district heating network, as discussed in Section 4.2, by
developing a PID controller that uses the network as thermal energy storage.
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Papakonstantinou et al. [79] developed a controller that assesses the lowest
temperature it could send to a district heating network, through prediction
of the heat demand and calculation of the time delays in the network. More
specifically, by grouping customers with equal temperature propagation delays, the required supply temperature to meet the demand in each of these
groups can be determined.
6.2. Distributed control
The second possible configuration to control a thermal network is by using
distributed control. Here, many smaller points of intelligence spread throughout the entire network are used to control the thermal network. An example
of a possible distributed control configuration is illustrated in Figure 3.
One of the simplest forms of distributed control is the use of a price
signal as an input to the end users. Van Deventer, Gustafsson and Delsing
[80] showed that with even such a simple scheme, the peak load in the thermal
network can be significantly reduced.
An often implemented form of distributed control is a multi-agent system
(MAS) in which all subsystems of the overall system are represented by an
agent, as is depicted in Figure 3. Such an agent monitors the state of its
subsystem and ensures the demands of the customers, e.g. comfort demands
for residential buildings, are met. Furthermore, the agent communicates with
the other agents before it decides its actions. Wernstedt and Davidsson [56]
stated that a multi-agent system is a suitable controller for a thermal network
as these networks are modular, decentralised, changeable, ill-structured and
complex. They also argued that the use of a multi-agent system can increase
the robustness, efficiency, flexibility, openness and scalability of the control
problem.
Wernstedt and Johansson [77] used a configuration similar to the one
shown in Figure 3, but implemented only two kinds of agents instead of four.
More specifically, the end users were all represented by consumer agents
which sell load shedding to the producer agents, representing the heat generation plants. Furthermore, the consumer agents have a limited amount of
load shedding they can sell, as they need to keep the temperatures in the
buildings within the comfort boundaries. This resulted in a reduction of the
daily fluctuation in the heat load, while still complying with the end users’
demands.
Similarly to Wernstedt and Johansson, Geysen et al. [81] developed an
MAS with consumer and producer agents. However, Geysen et al. applied
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the principle of MAS to the combination of a district heating network and
an electricity network. They looked for an economically optimal control
by letting the agents generate electrical and thermal power bid surfaces.
These surfaces show the willingness to buy/sell either electricity or heat as a
function of the price of electricity and heat for one subsystem. By combining
the surfaces from all agents, both producers and users of electricity and heat,
a market equilibrium can be found. Subsequently, this market equilibrium
can be used by the agents to determine the actions to be taken.
6.3. Hybrid control
The third control configuration for a thermal network combines the first
two methods, hence the name hybrid control. A hybrid controller solves
an operational optimization centrally and then distributes the results of the
optimal load profile to the distributed agents, as shown in Figure 3.
A first example of a hybrid controller was presented by Johansson and
Wernstedt [29]. Here, initially, an operational optimization is solved to determine the heat load that maximizes profits. The optimal load profile and
its value (i.e. the profit that can be made by using it) is then passed on to
the producer agents who try to sell it to the building agents. These building
agents are responsible for two aspects, (1) to meet the end users’ demands
and (2) to maximize their profits by buying heat from the producer agents.
As such, the more they can adapt themselves to the optimal heat load profile
by using the flexibility available in the building, the more profit both the
producer agents and the consumer agents can make.
Another example of hybrid control is the one developed by Bünning et
al. [82]. They present a multi-agent controller for a low temperature district
heating and cooling network that includes a central supply temperature optimization. The agents representing the heat or cold generation divide the
required heat/cold capacity amongst themselves, keeping the both the warm
and cold line at a sufficiently high/low temperature.
A final example is the controller developed in light of the EU H2020
STORM-project [49]. This controller is also based on an MAS but expands
this principle with three modules that are implemented centrally:
1. The forecast module predicts the heat/cold demand by using modelfree, machine learning [83], i.e. a black-box model.
2. The planning module determines the optimal heat/cold load profile
based on forecasts made by the forecast module. This profile can be
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optimal with respect to peak shaving (see Section 4.2), cost minimization/profit maximization (see Section 4.3) or cell balancing, where the
generated energy is used within small clusters of buildings (see Section
4.5).
3. The tracker module communicates with the agents to ensure the total
load of the network matches the optimal load profile as good as possible.
6.4. Comparison and conclusion
When studying the literature on control of thermal networks, one can
find a clear evolution in the choice of control strategy. Central control, and
more specifically operational optimization, is the oldest method with plenty
of literature available on the subject. However, the technique requires large
amounts of data to be gathered at a central location (as was also indicated in
Figure 3). Hence, a following step in the literature was to implement a multiagent system that is suited for the large, modular and changeable thermal
networks. However, these multi-agent systems without a strong central unit
do not lend themselves to take the dynamics of the network into account.
Therefore, recent literature focuses on hybrid control, which combines the operational optimization of the central controller with the multi-agent system.
This results in a controller that can cope with both the large, changeable
and modular thermal network and its dynamics.
The use of a hybrid controller offers other advantages. Firstly, through
the use of agents, who monitor the subsystems, the quality of service to the
customers can be guaranteed. In the case of central control, the interests of
the individual customer are threatened to be forgotten for the sake of the
whole system, thereby risking unsatisfied customers.
Secondly, the central operational optimization (present in both the central
and hybrid configuration) can be simplified by using an aggregated model of
the thermal network. This offers a clear advantage; through aggregation, the
operational optimization only requires aggregated information of the system
in the network, resulting in a better privacy protection of the customers.
It should be noted that there is extensive literature on operational optimization, yet this was not the case with distributed and hybrid control. It
seems that, regarding MAS in thermal networks, still plenty of research is
required.
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7. Summary
This paper reviewed the literature concerning the exploitation of flexibility in district heating and cooling networks through control.
A first part dealt with the definition of flexibility, where to find flexibility
in thermal networks and how to quantify it. Firstly, flexibility was defined
as the ability to speed up or delay the injection or extraction of energy into
or from the system. Secondly, the sources of flexibility in thermal networks
are abundant and can be found in thermal energy storage or thermal inertia
of 1) the network itself, 2) the buildings and 3) dedicated storage units.
Thirdly, concerning the quantification of flexibility, the literature provides
some possible definitions, but, still, to allow the use of flexibility indicators
in operational control further research is required.
A second part has shown that there is indeed a need for an advanced
control strategy. In particular, if this control strategy is well designed, it
cannot only avoid an unfair distribution of heat/cold, but it can also unlock
the flexibility to offer peak shaving and ancillary services, increase the efficiency of heat (and cold) production plants, decrease (or increase) the supply
temperature in the district heating (or cooling) networks, enable zero-energy
districts, and aid in the transition to a 100% renewable energy system.
A third part discussed the challenges in developing an advanced controller. This discussion revealed the most important challenges including the
handling of prediction uncertainties, the complex dynamics specific to thermal networks and the size of the networks. Each of these challenges still calls
for additional research to ensure an efficient and effective control of thermal
networks.
A final part gave an overview of the literature on advanced control in order
to show the status of current research. Three approaches in the literature
can be identified. Firstly, central control, can be used, with one central point
of intelligence receiving all information and making all decisions which are
often based on operational optimization. Secondly, the use of distributed
control, in particular, agent-based control, is also a possibility. Here, the
controller consists of several agents, each deciding the local actions to be
taken based on the information they receive from external sources, from a
central unit or from the other agents. Finally, an option that is gaining
increasing interest is the use of hybrid control. This controller combines
the features of central and distributed control, hence with a central unit
using operational optimization to decide the global actions to be taken in
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the system, which are then distributed to the agents. This controller looks
very promising and deserves further attention.
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